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The Expert Group on Scientific Misconduct has on request from the Karolinska Institut (KI)
delivered a Statement in a case where Paolo Macchiarini is one of the researchers accused of
scientific misconduct.
The case comprises six articles which mainly deals with transplantation of synthetic tracheas.
These articles have previously been reviewed by Professor Bengt Gerdin, who found
scientific misconduct in all six articles. Despite that, KI choose to clear Paolo Macchiarini and
the co-authors. KI have thereafter opened the case again.
The Expert Group have appointed two external experts, Professor Martin Björck, Uppsala and
Professor Detlev Ganten, Berlin. They have similarly to Bengt Gerdin, founded that there are
scientific misconduct in the articles in question.
The Expert Group state that the transplantations are described successfully in the articles,
which is not the fact. The Expert Group also establish that the information in the articles are
misleading and beautifying regarding the patients conditions and furthermore that information
has been withhold in this purpose and that this constitutes scientific misconduct. In addition,
there is false information of ethical approval, which also constitute scientific misconduct.
The Expert Group finds that all co-authors to the six articles are guilty of scientific
misconduct. The responsibility is however different amongst the authors. The main
responsibility lies on Paolo Macchiarini as the main author and research-leader and others
who have had a more prominent role in the research and the authorship. The more detailed
responsibility and the future consequences for the respective authors is up to their employers
to decide.
The Expert Group request the different publications to withdraw all six articles.
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